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Room 5051
North HEW Building
Washington, D. C

The conference met pursuant to notice

)orters, Inc



that Imwollitlieratebetwe-e-n now and any even fa=ir =ly- prolon

already received here today. I will read a

retrospective summation of what I think has been

seventies builds on the papers that we distributed about a

year ago which I have been unable to think of otherwise than

as my Castro speech; that,as many of you knew, grew out of

series of talks to departmental people in an effort to bring

together comprehensively for their benefit, an overview of

in some an updating of the earlier one and it attempts



atively so

the managerial skills of an individual. The more fundaments

question -- the question which is of primary concern to me

is whether we as a society can effectively

manager our human resource development.

There is, in my opinion, a developing crisis

Budgets have spiraled upward, priorities have been

reordered; yet to extend the present range of HEW services

equitabl seA.nAleedwould_ reg =u lee seem ugly imposei



has become a bureaucratic maze inefficient, incomprehensibl

there is an increasingly pervasive sense not only o

am thoroughly convinced that the conceptual

our approach to HEW and social problem-solving.

HEW,"Responsibility and Responsivenes (LL): A Report on

perception of the impending crisis. It proposes a

simplification and clarification of our conception

unctions of HEW: first, providing financial assistanc

ccindf noml din financial assistance to



rst*fl

In the past year alone, we have seen the enactment

important social reform legislation:

of income -- may enjoy the benefits of higher education;

the Emergency Sôhool d Act which provides authority to a

school districts in achieving integration; the 20 percent

Social Security benefit increase which, combined with the

previous benefit increases, marks the most rapid rate of

tets,

25

51.8 percent increase in less than four years

the livina escalator" provision which ensures

social seourity benefits will be if1ation-proofj

and the Social Security Amendments of 1972 which comprise a

wide range of highly desirable reforms, the most significant

of which is authorization of the new Supplementary Security



tion that you call for includes grantig more authority and

more responsibility to state and local general purpose goverf&

dollars for state and local governments. How do you sell

this element of the new federalism to states and cities when

you have to live with this reality?

SECRETARY RICHARDSON: Well, I think there are two

things to be said about that. One is that the merits of this

simplification itself do not stand or fall on the number of

dollars channeled through the reformed structure. The

case for simplification has to rest on the need for greater

responsiveness and greater accessibility to influence of the

if it should turn out tliat



off=cals -, whether in the Execut or the Congres

QUESTION: Mr. Secretary, my question is direct

to the figures in your statement that go to the cost of al

those potentially theoretically eligible for HEW programs,

were actually to apply for and receive those benefits, wha

I would call the retardive device of the extreme case.

In your previous post and in your present post you have ha

countries apparently expend greater proportions of their pub

same social welfare programs end yet their economie

stronger than ours and their currencies are

acing fewer social problems. They tend to be



e most elaboratelevOlved health

illness, there are very serious back logs, worse than in t

elective procedures, mental health services

rehabilitation services, and so that theproblem really is

one that derives from what the American people have come to

projections, community mental health

mentale

and yet only about 20 percent of the population

now lives within this service area of

alts center, so the kind of figure that is involved -I

population lived within such a service



23xwmrpeople would c

expect that we ought to be able to do thai, but to do it

costs vastly more anwhat we are now spending per retarded

Or mental health services. We have had suits in

some states insisting upon treatment and that means presuma

more than merely token treatment, actually to provide the

kinds of levels of psychiatric care that are provided in a

few high quality institutions, in all mental health institu--

tions, would involve not only more money, but vastly increaseT&=-

numbers of and so what I have given here is a kind

of ballpark estimate of what the projection would take you



unrealistic expectations is frustration with the processes o

confidence in government; alienation.

e problem of frustration with government and

alienation, we need to make clearer to people why we cannot

I think people can and will understand an

if they are leveled with on this score; and that essenti

is about. If they have to be squeezed because of the overa

budgetary problem and the increases in some directions and

the un-c_ontrolll le 13tograms-of thedepattment4 that



Alerselves, you know, are they putting the mone

pocket? The Congress can't do it, either. The Appropriations

Subcommittees, in the first instance, don't even pass on the

amounts required by the uncontrollable programs; and yet a

legislative action in an authorizing committee, and it may be

an overwhelming voice vote, can mortgage billions of dollars

Congress itself and citizens generally to be in a position

see more clearly what choices are necessary and to exercise

a stronger and clearer voice in making them, then it become

necessary for the structure itself to be simplified so

ecretary, in some areas choices

ZederaI Court has_ been able to find recently that funds_
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resources er _resource

areas is that :he rate at which you c namov

available manpOWtr. The Office

idly expanding component
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SECRETARY RICHARDSON: Wel

crisis I have been talkingmaha-

sfising ex ecAl

Lion of progralt



e Administration proposals for reform o

e effort was an important one and I trust that in one form

In my proposals for departmental structural

gin, I have suggested an approach to this,

the welfare reform proposal also represents_i

Stsignificant legislative achievement

Ontext

eemer_ encysc



sis Arica =grah

seareaaton

CoO

mean by impoundment? What has HEW's poli

CRETARY RICHARDSON: No. That isn't accurate

Eications, but you arc ====

Tsought to money_ :distributahl

boIdL ,allocated roject
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SECRETARY RICHARDSON: Well,

e authority to defer project spending and we would have

thorny to defer construction grants, for example; but



S rodess = -_= -that -it h =as becomebecome

the easiest thitr

Any individual or groups

can point to the fac+ that we aren't doing enough about soMtf

thing or other, and an interested Congressman can then, if

he is sold on this, introduce a bill to establish a new

=national institute to deal with the problem in a categoricaL

went_ year

=
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= hail ;

come out= of a farm program.- If-it is a-- farm area it ought t-o

=

= 10 HEW authorizations and appropriations was about $200 million.

Last year it was about 6 billion. I the t fiscal

12 it will be about 13 billion

==i3 And what I mean by the shell game in effect z-------

====A-T4 a processthat seems to be responsive to a problem or =

it

ziteoonc -------_
was - requested but at the end scf_the year, at which point-e7



-_ --

en --=r-a e-,_ would

reachin=q 5_-percent eligible elderly - people, -_,--

---
erden-

ro x

STI =cr_ n .er _ el

miss __, n a _ s ----

rak r IF re

_example, emergency_

9 was an administration emergency school aid. As I recall,

10 that was an administration proposal, not something rained =r1

on the Hill.

12 Your figure was a billion and a 'half. Ey the _ , ,

13 end of next year it looks like only about 250 million would

i4 be spent. How do you in effect haven't you in effect

15 raised Eexpectations which you haven -'-t succeeded in following

16 o

SECRETARY RICHARDSON: We still Intend as far as

:ro ir er t at5legis

urse- = _underway==, got enact cl-a_er

lially-propose _u reca in May

went throu h= gust of- =

It was impossible to receive a C _ 0 - =_

-_-_,

23 school ystems and examine them and fund them in time for = ,

the school year 1972 -73. So what we we got in an
qtels,

A=5i initial s_upplementaa appropr=iation_, and what we will be ______ _ _,

-== =

. _
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SECRETARY RICHARDSON: Actually, how it splits

between the initial supplemental appropriation and the

getting into the budget. The answer is substantially ye

%iated by the Administration, and vitiated by__e=

nriistration itself?

SECRETARY RICHARDSON: I think whatever m

the Administration on this scdre

we identified what the Administration

lievedtobea_significant need:



a problem and we sought authorization to deal with it and

we have asked for money proportional to the authorization,

all as part of a total budget which said that, yes, we thinkE=

this problem is significant enough to include the money for

together with_the money to include for other things,

is against each other and the proponent

concern ands particular cate

islation always able to justify whatever in

rauthorizt



re s _ -mecaan

ncer

o open

and people generally=

s been lmmored lately about a so

erstand has subsections for, say,

have been- talking about.he
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and it does involve three major components, one o

would be special revenue sharing. That is the part tha_

to simplify and reduce the number of decisions that- -

be made at the federal level by remitting the more o

oices to state governments and local governments.

QUESTION: We understood that

-Venue sharing proposa

-with a budge_
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It would indlude Medicaid-funds but-in a -- as

TletIth-Ins_uranaprop_os-ttt;-z:ArWj.=t;--ippu14-inaii=d7part o new

Most of that would be uncontrollable in theNbense

10 that the Executive Branch of the appropriations committees

were not able to reduce or affect the amount of money require

but if you looked at the income maintenance programs as a

group and then looked at the special revenue sharing programs

as a group and then looked at these remaining functions

in which the federal government was seeking to exercise

leadership in addressing critical problems that wouldn't

otherwise get enough attention, which is capacity building,

then you have a structure in which hopefully both

Congress and the Executive Branch and concerned citizens

could jointly debate about how much ought-=to -go into _these

different kinds of purposes. _

22 -- QUESTION: Mr. Secretary?

23

24
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SECRETARY RICHARDSON: Yes?

QUESTION: I have a couple of questions relating

to anew--- you spoke of a new screening and treatment



rograry

e o ram, where it is on the drawin

erasion rdeni

SECRETARY RICHARDSON: You are right

the blaCkncommVaiity that _az. e the result oa& e

hypertensi ntater than the _number =- u

-vasau



case of hypertension there are established forms of medics--

ti-on- _that cannot= =only keep it= under ti-liave==beer-=

-ernonttrated-rto--_be- me=,dEa-th-_, rate and the

-Stroke-_Ands-serious-: iAaness-_ rate- a _p-dthaps:- to--=a

=- =r-ate = = =anion

encourag



But the exciting= thing about this effort is that

is -a matter simply of reaching people for the purpose o

em to- out w ether they have hypertension

- -
ave-::iiit-- en-at-Su-kin _-_-= _they =_____,_

_c rte-

=dre,lt

Urarice
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HARDSON:



een see;

olre-rnine

-a-tati -etit

venues



thirigs nto -the f employment revenue= ceiling, landed o

ore specifically, on ueetin

_r_ograms_arework-in-g=b-e=s_t_an _wha_t_ar_en



This I -haver -from the -beginning: of in

I = _h-er_e=emphaSized-__ the importance -eValdatiOn

of all, the effort to improve our capacity to :reválual

in order to-know what is working and what isn't; and secon

-apply -process of evaluation more consistently

Lat. more-intelligent choices could be made.

ti=

Ala ur
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